
 

 

Watson Pond Lake Management Committee Minutes 
11/26/2010   4:00 pm                                Camp Hardy, 208 D’Wolfe Drive, Otis MA 
 
Attendees and contact information: 
*Mike Nikkituck, *Alicia Dunaj     *John Harwood           Peter Hughes 
Jen Hardy     Joyce LaBonte            *Alicia Dunaj 
Dow Hardy                      *Craig Tighe   
Ted Labonte      Suzanne Winnell Hughes 
)                                                          *denotes year round resident 
� Management/Treatment 
Ken Wagner’s proposal was received and includes an estimated cost of $24,245 to treat the pond plus an 
estimated $31,550 of support services in fulfilling all the special conditions received from the Otis 
Conservation Commission.  This would be a total cost of $55,795.  The weed account currently has $6,500 
and there is a potential cost savings in the services portion of the proposal of $8,000 if we take our own 
water samples.  This leaves a total of $42,000 to be raised. 
Suzanne Hughes raised concern of getting multiple quotes from consultants to make sure that this proposal 
is fair and reasonable.  The group felt that Ken Wagner has successfully gotten us this far and the risk of 
losing consistency by going with someone new is too great.   Motion was made and passed to continue 
hiring Ken Wagner’s services. 
Craig Tighe will ask Scott Tighe if his company is able to do flouridone level testing and if so, at what cost. 
 
� Fundraising 
It was agreed that a fundraising letter would be drafted by Suzanne Hughes and sent around for feedback.  
The letter will request a donation of $2,000 per household and present several payment options.  The letter 
will be sent out in early January. 
Jay Labonte offered to make phone calls to all pond residents to encourage financial support for the lake 
management efforts.  Peter Hughes will provide the list of names and addresses for all pond residents. 
 
� Order of Conditions 
Jen Hardy will send our first quarterly update to the conservation commission via certified mail which will 
consist of the October Lake Management Committee Newsletter and meeting minutes.  The information 
has already been sent via e-mail. 
 
� Education 
Suzanne Hughes distributed copies of the Massachusetts Lake and Pond Guide to everyone at the meeting. 
Alicia Dunaj will walk around and distribute them to all houses on the pond.  Suzanne Hughes will put a 
Watson Pond Association label on them before distribution.  A suggestion was made that each Lake 
Management newsletter contain excerpt information form the Lake and Pond Management Guide to further 
the education of all residents. 
 
� Next newsletter 
The next newsletter will contain: 

� Status of estimates from Ken Wagner and application companies. 
� Fundraising plans. 
� Points regarding property values and how they are affected by the water quality of the pond. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 5:30. 
Minutes submitted by Jen Hardy 
 
FAQs: 
When will we be done paying for Lake Management 
Never, efforts to control the growth of nuisance vegetation will be ongoing.  The expensive flouridone 
treatment is necessary to get the plant growth under control initially, but efforts will be ongoing to prevent 
another infestation.  Mechanical options will be considered for the post-treatment ongoing preventio 
What makes this effort any better than the last? 
There are two significant differences between this effort and the last. 



 

 

1. We were never allowed to treat the entire Watson Pond due to limitations set by the conservation 
commission which significantly limited the efficacy of the program. 

2. The chemical used was not a systemic herbicide and did not kill the entire root system of the plants.  
This chemical is significantly less expensive and effective. 

Where did all the money I contributed last year go? 
The weed account has a balance of $6,500 which will be used for the cost of the flouridone treatment.  The 
process of getting the NOI approved required a tremendous amount of work from Ken Wagner including 
habitat and wildlife analysis and vegetative surveys costing $1,800 each.  In addition, Ken Wagner attended 
several conservation commission meetings lasting many hours each. 


